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1. INTRODUCTION 
Sensitivity to changes of parameters for optimal control problems has 
important practical aspects, therefore it has been intensively studied. 
The majority of the results concern some global properties of the 
solutions such as their continuous or Lipschitz continuous dependence on 
parameters. One has to mention here the book by A. L. Dontchev [ 11, 
where further references can be found. 
These results concern mostly systems described by ordinary differential 
equations. 
The papers dealing with differential sensitivity are almost exclusively 
devoted to studying properties of the so-called extremal value function, 
which to every value of the parameter assigns the corresponding optimal 
value of the cost functional (see, e.g., [4, 9, 161). 
Only in a few papers has differentiability of the solutions to optimization 
problems with respect to a parameter been investigated. 
In [6, 171 the authors obtained the form of right-differentials with 
respect to a parameter for solutions of variational inequalities. These 
results are based on differentiability of projections on a convex set in a 
Hilbert space. 
In [ 181 differential sensitivity of solutions to quadratic, control con- 
strained optimal control problems for systems described by partial differen- 
tial equations was investigated. All data of the system including the domain 
of integration, except constraints, were supposed to depend on a real 
parameter. The form of right-derivative of solutions with respect to the 
parameter was derived in terms of right-derivatives of projection on the set 
of admissible control. The form of right-derivative of the projection in 
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Hilbert space onto a polyhedric set is given in [6, 171. For further results 
concerning the sensitivity of convex optimal control problems we refer the 
reader to [19, 201. 
This paper is devoted to convex, control constrained optimal control 
problems for distributed parameter systems. 
The general setting of the problem is similar to that in [ 181, however, it 
is assumed that all data of the system, including constraints, can depend on 
a parameter, while constraints are only of point-wise type. 
The method of the proof, different than in [ 181, is identical with that in 
[ 1.51, where sensitivity of solutions to optimal problems for ordinary dif- 
ferential equations was investigated. Namely, the differentiability results for 
solutions to convex programming problems depending on a parameter are 
applied to point-wise optimality condition for investigated convex optimal 
control problems. 
Evaluation of this result allows one to obtain effectively the form of the 
right-derivative of solutions to optimal control problems. 
This derivative is given by a unique solution of the associated linear- 
quadratic control problem. 
Note that this approach, by its very nature, applies only to problems 
with point-wise control constraints. 
The outline of the paper is the following. 
In Section 2 an auxiliary convex variational problem that depends on a 
real parameter is formulated and in Section 3 sensitivity analysis of 
solution to this problem is performed. 
In Section 4 the sensitivity of an abstract convex optimal control 
problem is investigated. The state equation, the cost functional, and the 
control constraints depend on a real parameter h. 
Applying sensitivity results of Section 3 to condition of optimality in the 
form of a variational inequality the right-derivative of solutions to optimal 
control problems, as well as of the associated multipliers, is derived. 
Section 5 is devoted to the discussion of the conditions of continuous dif- 
ferentiability. 
Finally, in Section 6 an example of application of sensitivity results to 
boundary control for a system of elliptic equations is presented. 
The following notation is used in the paper: (., . ) and 1.1 denote the 
inner-product and the norm in a Euclidean space, ( ., . ) and 11. /) denote the 
inner-product and the norm in a Hilbert space, I/. lJP is the norm in Lp 
space for 1 <p < co, p # 2, and c denotes a generic constant not necessarily 
the same in different places. 
If f(.;):R"xRl+R' is a function twice continuously differentiable 
with respect to the first argument and directionally differentiable with 
respect to the second one then D,f(u, h) and Dz,f(u, h) denote respec- 
tively gradient and Hessian off with respect to U, 
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denotes the right-derivative off with respect to h. If u( . ) is a right-differen- 
tiable function of h, then 
s+f(u(h), h) = (D,f(u(h), h), 6; u(h)) + 6; f(u(h), h) 
is the total right-derivative off with respect to h. 
The same notation is used for functions defined on functional spaces. 
2. VARIATIONAL INEQUALITY DEPENDING ON A PARAMETER 
Let 
U = L*(Z; RY) (2.1) 
be the space of q-dimensional vector functions square integrable on a 
bounded domain Z c R”. 
Let H = ( - 6,6), with 6 > 0, be the set of real parameters. For each h E H 
we define 
- the functional 
F’(y): Ux H-+ R1 
F’(u> h) = j f’(43, h) & 
3 
- the element 
- the admissible set 
where 
and 
Uid= {u~R~(qS(u, h)dO} 
b’( ., h) = [q5’(., h) ,..., qY’( ., h)]: RY + R” 
is a given vector function. 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.3a) 
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For each h E H we consider the variational problem (Ph): find uh E %zd such 
that 
(D,F’(u,,h)+s,,u-u,)~O vu E 4qd. (2.4) 
Our purpose is to study sensitivity with respect to h of the solutions uh to 
(Pd. 
It is assumed that the following conditions hold: 
(i) For each h E H the function j”‘( ., h) is convex and twice con- 
tinuously differentiable. Moreover there exists a constant /I > 0 independent 
of h such that 
(4 ~t”f’(u, h) v> 2Plv12 Vu,vcRY,VhEH. (2.5) 
(ii) The functions f ‘( ., .) and D,f ‘( ., .) are continuously differen- 
tiable on RY x H. 
(iii) sh is directionally differentiable on H and Lipschitz continuous 
as a function from any closed subinterval 2 c H into L4(Z, RY), i.e., there 
exists a constant c independent of H such that 
lI~,,-~,,ll~~~l~~-~~I Vh,, h,EX. (2.6) 
(iv) For each h E H the function c$( ., h) is convex and twice con- 
tinuously differentiable. 
(v) The functions 4( ., ) and D,#( ., . ) are continuously differen- 
tiable on R” x H. 
(vi) For each h E H the set of admissible controls is nonempty 
“2;” # 0 VhEH (2.7) 
and it is bounded uniformly with respect to h E H, i.e., there exists a con- 
stant c>O independent of h such that 
1141 mdC Vu E 4Tid, Vh E H. (2.8) 
Note that by (i), (iii), (iv), and (vi) for each h E H Problem (Ph) has a 
unique solution uh. 
Additionally the following constraints regularity condition is assumed to 
be satisfied: 
(vii) There exists a constant y > 0 such that 
I C~ud’(u, h)l,,cu,vl 3 ~14 (2.9) 
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for each u E Qd, each h E H, and each v of appropriate dimension, where 
CDtdT(~, h)l,h,,, denotes the matrix, whose columns are gradients of all 
constraint functions @( ., h) binding at U. 
3. SENSITIVITY OF SOLUTIONS TO VARIATIONAL INEQUALITIES 
This section is devoted to analysis of the sensitivity with respect to the 
parameter h of the solutions of (Ph). The analysis is based on sensitivity 
results for convex programming problems that depend on a parameter. 
First we show that the solutions of (Ph) are Lipschitz continuous 
functions of h. The idea of the proof is similar to that in [13]. Later on, 
using the same argument as in [ 151, we prove that the solutions are right- 
differentiable, and we find the form of the right-derivative. 
Taking into account (2.2) and the fact that the constraints (2.3) are of 
point-wise type we find that (2.4) is equivalent to the conditions 
(~uf’(~~(<), h) + s,(t), u-u/it)) >,o vu E up for a.a. < E 2. 
(3.1) 
It is easy to see that uh(i;) satisfying (3.1) is given by the solution to the 
convex programming problem (CP,): find ~~(5) E R” such that 
f’b45L h) + (S/l(5)? u/l(5)> = $J$ {S’k h) + (s,(r), 4). (3.2) 
l, 
By (2.5) and (2.9) there exists a unique Lagrange multiplier v,‘(l) = 
[v;(t), vi(t),..., v;(t)] E R” such that u,,(t) is characterized by the Kuhn- 
Tucker conditions: 
~,,fl(d<), h) + .y/,(t) + f vi(t) D,d’(u,(5), h) = 0 
,=I 
v;(5) 2 0, i = 1, 2,..., m 
<v,(f), d(u,(<), h)) = 0. 
(3.3) 
(3.4a) 
(3.4b) 
By (2.9) and (3.4) we get from (3.3) 
lv,z(5)1 d (lh)CI~,f’(u,(th h)l + b/,(5)11. (3.5) 
On the other hand it is easy to show [8] that v,J .) is measurable as a 
function defined on E. 
By (2.6) and (2.8) we get 
(3.6) 
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Let us introduce Lagrangian 
L(., ., . ): ,ry(z; ~4) x L~(Z; R”) x H -+ R’ 
L(u, v, h) gr P’(u, h)+ (Sh, u) + f (v’, @(u, h)). (3.7) 
r=l 
From (3.3), (3.4) it follows that the solution uh of (Ph) is characterized by 
the saddle point of L( ., ., h), i.e., 
L(“h, v, h) < L(u,, v,,, h) < L(u, vh, h) 
Vu E L2(5; RY), t/v E L2(q R”), v(t) 3 0 for a.a. GEE. (3.8) 
To analyse sensitivity of q, with respect to h we shall use the point-wise 
characterization of uh(<) as the solution to convex programming problem 
(CPA). Applying to this problem Hager’s sensitivity result (see [5, Theorem 
D.l]), we obtain the following lemma which is proved in the Appendix A: 
LEMMA 3.1. If conditions (i) through (vii) are satisfied, then for my h, , 
h, belonging to a closed subinterval ST c H we have 
lUh,(O - Uh,(5)1, lv,,(5) - v,,(r)l d c’(5)lh, -h, I 
+ c”(t)bh,(t) -sh,(t)i for a.a. < E E (3.9) 
where 
c’ E L2(E; R’), c” E L4(S; R’) 
and there exists a constant c independent of h E T? such that 
II41 6 c, IIc”ll4 s c VIZ,, /i,EZ. (3.9a) 
Taking advantage of (2.6) and (3.9a) we obtain from (3.9) 
THEOREM 3.1. Zf conditions (i) through (vii) are satisfied then for any 
closed subinterval A6 c H there exists a constant independent of h such that 
IIUhz - ubl 11) 11 vhz - Vh,lI dclh-h,I Vh,, h,EX’. (3.10) 
Now we are going to prove that uh and vh are directionally differentiable 
functions of h and find the form of the right-derivatives 
(3.1 la) 
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/Jo 5 s; vo = )Fo (l/h)(v, - v,), (3.11b) 
where limits are taken in strong topologies of respective spaces. 
To this end we shall use again (CP,) and apply to it the differential sen- 
sitivity result for convex programming problems obtained in [7]. 
Note that by (iii) there exists 
to 2 6: so = ifimo (l/h)(s, - so) 
where limit is taken in strong topology of L2(E; I?). Hence, in particular 
to(t) = ;Fo (llh)(s,(O - so(O) for a.a<EZ. (3.12) 
Taking advantage of (3.10) from Theorem 4 in [7] (see also Theorem 2.1 
in [14]) we obtain: 
LEMMA 3.2. If conditions (i), (ii), (iv), (v), and (vii) hold, thenfor almost 
all CEE there exist the limits 
lim (llh)(uh(5) - ~~(0) = ~~(5) (3.13a) 
h1’J 
lim (l/h)(vh(t) - vo(t)bPO(t) 
h10 
(3.13b) 
and uo(<) is given as a unique solution to the quadratic programming problem 
(QP): find ~~(5) E RY such that 
QUO(O, 4) = Irsm$cJ (Nu, 5) 5 +<u, M(t) u) + (m(t), u)} (3.14) 
where 
(3.15a) 
m(i’) = DihL(uOy v03 O)(t) 
=%f’(uo(S), 0) + to(4) + f v;(t) D;h@(uo(t), 0)(3.15b) 
i=l 
vadW= {uER~I <Dtdi(uo(5), 01, 0) +Dhdi(uo(t)r O)=O 
for iE&(<), 
(D,4’(uo(4), 01, u> +Dh&Uo(S), 0)60 
for ie I”,CO\&Ct)} (3.16) 
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z$g = {iE (1, 2,..., 4 I d'(UO(O? 0) = 0) (3.17a) 
435) = p t#, I $(<I > 0). (3.17b) 
For i E e(l), &(t) are given as unique Lagrange multipliers associated with 
(QP), while 
P;(t) = 0 for if$ c(c). (3.18) 
Now let us return to Theorem 3.1. By (3.10) we get 
Il(l/h)(u,-ucl)ll, Il(llh)(v,-vo)ll 6c. (3.19) 
By the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem (see [2, Corollary 16, 
p. 1511) the point-wise convergence (3.13) together with the estimates 
(3.19)yield (311). 
To fully characterize u0 and pLo let us 
conditions of optimality for (QP) are 
inequality 
late that necessary and sufficient 
given either by the variational 
or by the Kuhn-Tucker conditions 
>a0 vu E vad(5) (3.20) 
W5) %(O + 45) + 1 ,445) ~,d’(uo(S), 0) = 0 (3.21) 
ie&5) 
((~,4’(uo(t)~ 01, %(5)> + ~di(Uo(S), 0)) PLb(<) = 0, iEcx0 (3.22a) 
P;(t) a 0, iE q#3\&3. (3.22b) 
.t by (i), (ii), (iv), (v), and (vi) as well as by (3.15) and (3.18 1 we Note tha 
have 
Hence, by (3.21) 
Mu,+L2(Z;Ry) (3.23) 
which shows that the left-hand side of (3.20) is a function of 5 integrable on 
E. After the integration we obtain 
(Mu,+m,u-u,)aO vu E vad (3.24) 
where 
Vad= (uEL'(~ RY)Ju(t)e Vad(t) for a.a. 5 E Z}. (3.24a) 
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By existence and uniqueness of solutions to (QP), (3.24) has a unique 
solution. Summing up the above considerations we arrive at 
THEOREM 3.2. If conditions (i) through (vii) are satisfied then the 
solution uh of (P,,) is right-differentiable at h = 0 and the right-differential 
vh Ef S,+ u,, is given as the unique solution to variational inequality (3.24). 
Similarly the Lagrange multiplier vt, is right-differentiable at h = 0 and the 
right-dtfferential u,, ‘% 8; vg is given by the multiplier associated with (3.24). 
4. SENSITIVITY OF SOLUTIONS TO OPTIMAL CONTROL PROBLEMS 
In this section we consider the family of convex, control constrained, 
optimal control problems that depend on a real parameter. The results of 
Section 2 are used in sensitivity analysis of solutions to these problems. 
As in Section 2 we consider the space U = L’(z, W) (control space) and 
besides that we introduce a Hilbert space Z (output space). The inner- 
product and the norm in Z will be denoted in the same way as in Ii. 
For each hEH=(-6,6) we define 
- the cost functional 
F(.;,h): UxZ+R’ 
F(u, z, h) = F’(u, h) + F2(z, h) (4.1) 
where F’(u, h) is given by (2.2) 
- the set of admissible controls ai*, given by (2.3). 
For each h E H we consider the abstract problem of optimal control 
subject to control constraints (OC,): find (u,, zh) E U x Z such that 
F(u,, zh, h)=u;igF(u,z,h) (4.2) 
h 
subject to 
z = S(h) u (4.3 1 
It is assumed that the following conditions hold: 
(1) The functional F’(u, h) satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) of 
Section 2. 
(2) For each h E H the functional F2( ., h) is convex and twice 
continuously differentiable. 
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(3) For each z the functions F2(., .) and D,F2(., .) are continuously 
differentiable on 2 x H. 
(4) For each h E H the mapping S(h): U -+ Z is linear and compact. 
Moreover 
S*(h) E qz; L4(Z; RY)). (4.4) 
(5) S( . ) is Frechet differentiable as a function from H into .Y( I/; Z), 
while S*(.) is Frechet differentiable as a function from H into g(Z; 
L4(E; RY)). 
(6) The control constraints &u, h) satisfy conditions (iv) through 
(vii) of Section 2. 
Remark 4.1. For the sake of simplicity it was assumed that the cost 
functional has the form (4.1). It can as well contain terms depending both 
on u and z (see [15]). Also it can be assumed that S(h) is not a linear but 
an affrne mapping. On the other hand the assumption of point-wise-type 
constraints satisfying condition (2.9) is essential in our approach. 
Note that by (l), (2), (4) and (6) for every /ZE H Problem (OC,) has a 
unique solution. 
Let us introduce the Lagrangian 
u., ‘, 0 ‘, . ): L2(E; R”) x Z x Z x L2(z R”) x H --) R’ 
L(u,z,p,v,h)=F(u,z,h)+(p,z-S(h)u)+ i (V’,&(U,h)). (4.5) 
i= I 
Using the same argument as in Section 2 (for details see [S]) it can be 
shown that there are Lagrange multipliers p,,, v,, such that the solution to 
(OC,) is characterized by the following saddle point condition for 
Lagrangian (4.5): 
L(“h~ zh, PI v, j) d L(uh, zh, Ph, vh, h, d L(“, z, ph, vh, h) (4.6) 
Vu E L2(E; RY), Vz, p E Z, Vv E L’(E; R”), 
v(4) 2 0 for a.a. { E .?. 
Condition (4.6) is equivalent to 
D,L(U,> zh, Ph, vh, h) = 0, (4.7) 
D,L(U,, zh, ph, vh, h) = 0. (4.8a) 
lvj,, @(u/z, A)) = 0 i = 1, 2,..., m (4.8b) 
In turn condition (4.8) is equivalent to appropriate variational inequality. 
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This inequality together with the state equation (4.3) and (4.7) constitute 
the following optimality system characterizing the solution to (Ph): 
zh = S(h) uh (4.9a) 
p,,= -DzF2(z,, h) (4.9b) 
(D,F’(u/c h)-S*(h)p,, u-u,)>0 vu E wd. h (4.9c) 
This system will be used in sensitivity analysis of (OC,). Note that (2.8) 
together with (4.9a) and (4.9b) imply 
IIZhlL lIPhI d c VhEH (4.10) 
while from (2.9), (4.4), (4.8), and (4.10) it follows that 
llVhll4 G c ‘dh E H. (4.11) 
Using an argument similar to that in the proof of Theorem 3.1 (for 
technical details see [ 131) we get 
THEOREM 4.1. If conditions (1) through (6) hold then for any closed suh- 
interval 2 c H there exists a constant c > 0 independent of h such that 
I/%- %,ll’ ll~h2--h,Il> l/Ph*-P/J, I/~h2-~h,I/ dclb-h,l 
Vh,, h,E<%. (4.12) 
Now we are going to prove existence and find the form of the right- 
derivatives of u,,, z,,, ph, and vh at h = 0, i.e., we are looking for 
210 z s; ug = h”Fo (l/h)(u, - MO) (4.13a) 
y, E s; Z() = Fylo (l/h)(z, - z(J (4.13b) 
r0 %’ ~,+Po = iiF0 (Vh)(ph -PO) (4.13c) 
/Lo er s; v. = &lo (l/h)(v, - v()) (4.13d) 
where the limits are taken in strong topologies of respective spaces. 
By (4.12) we have 
II (llh)(% - ~o~ll d c. (4.14) 
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Hence from any sequence {h) 1 0 we can extract a subsequence (h’) c (h) 
such that 
(w’)(%~- uo) h’ 2.l weakly in U (4.15) 
which implies that 
where 
uluh~-zo)-h’-I-r) Y strongly in 2 (4.16) 
y = S(0) v + DJ(0) 240. (4.17) 
Indeed taking the difference quotient of zh, using (4) (5) (4.9) and (4.15) 
we get 
(l/h’)(zi - z(J = (l/h’)(S(h’) uh’- S(0) Ug) 
=S(O)[ l/h’(u,. - u,)] + (l/h’)(S(h’) - S(0)) Uh’ 
h’ S(O) v -t D, S(O) uo 
strongly in 2. Similarly (2) (3), (4.9b), and (4.16) yield 
where 
(W)(Ph~ -Po) h’ r strongly in Z, 
r = - D~$F2(zo, 0) y - D;hF2(zo, 0). 
Let us denote in (4.9~) 
s,,= -s*(h)p,. 
(4.18) 
(4.19) 
By (4) and (4.18) we have 
( W’)(sw -so) 
= - (l/h’)(S*(h’)p,, - S*(0)pO) n -S*(O) r - D,S*(O)p, (4.20) 
strongly in U. Hence for the subsequence (h’} the variational inequality 
(4.9~) satisfies all assumptions of Theorem 3.2 and by that theorem there 
exists the strong limit 
lim( l/h’)(u,, - uo) = u (4.21) 
which is given by the solution of the variational inequality (3.24), i.e., 
(Mu+m,w-v)30 VW E “brad (4.22) 
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where Vad is given by (3.24a) while M and m are given by (3.15) with to 
substituted by (4.20). 
It is obvious that u given by (4.15) and (4.22) coincide. 
In Appendix B it is shown that (u, y, r) are defined uniquely by the 
system (4.17), (4.19), (4.22). This implies that the limits (4.16), (4.18), and 
(4.21) are independent of the choice of sequences {h} and {h’ }. Hence 
u=~;u(), y=b,+z,, r=s,+ p(). 
To characterize these right-derivatives let us note that (4.17), (4.19), and 
(4.22) constitute the optimality system for the quadratic optimal control 
problem (QC): find (uO, y,,) E 0 x Z such that 
G(uo> YO) = L,~jnd { G(u, Y) ‘2’ t[(u, M, u) + (Y, Mz y)l 
+ [Cm,, 0) + (m2, ~111 
subject to 
(4.23) 
where 
y = S(0) u + D,S(O) 240 (4.24) 
M, =D:;F2(zo,0)= P;L(u,, z,,p,, v,,O) 
m,=DZ,,F’(u,,O)+D,S*(O)D;F’(~,,O)+ 2 v~D$$‘(u~,O) 
!=I 
(4.25a) 
(4.25b) 
= ~z,,J%o, 50, PO, vo, 0) (4.25~) 
m2 = %~~2(zo~ 0) = ~S4uo, zo, h h, 0) (4.25d) 
~=(vEU~M,UEU} (4.26a) 
“Pad= {UE OlU(()E Vd(() for a.a. i; E 2). (4.26b) 
Remark 4.2. Note that by (2.8) and (4.11) the operator M, given by 
(4.25a) is continuous from L*(.?‘; RY) into L’(Z; RY) but not necessarily 
into L2(z; RY). Therefore (QC) may not be well defined on U x Z and 
instead it is defined on ox Z, were 8c U is a subspace given by (4.26a). 
Remark 4.3. As in Section 3 the Lagrange multipliers v,, are right-dif- 
ferentiable at h = 0 and the right-derivative p. ef Sz v. is given by the mul- 
tiplier associated with constraints (4.26b). 
Remark 4.4. It can be shown 1201 that under weaker assumptions on 
the regularity of the cost functional Problem (QC) is convex but it is not 
quadratic. 
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Our results can be summarized as 
THEOREM 4.2. If assumptions ( 1) through (6) hold then the solutions uh, 
z,, to (OC,,) and the associated Lagrange multipliers p,, , v,, are right-differen- 
tiable at h = 0 and the respective right-derivatives S,+ uO= vO, 8: z0 =yO, 
S,t p0 = r,,, S,+ v0 = ,uO are given by the unique solution and by the associated 
multipliers for the quadratic optimal control problem (QC). 
Note that the optimality system (4.17) (4.19), (4.22) can be expressed in 
terms of the Lagrangian L(u, z, p, I,, h) in the simple form 
qt&o, 4’0, zo, vo, 0) 00 + q,uuo, Yo, ZO? vo, O)Yo 
+ q/&b,, yo, zo, vo, 0) = 0 (4.27a) 
~~J(uo, ~0, PO, vo, 0) y. + D&Uuo, zo, po, vo, 0) r. 
+ Dg4%, 20, po, vg, 0) = 0 (4.27b) 
Pt,L(uo, zo> PO, vo, 0) 00 + D$L(uo, zo> po, vo, 0) ro 
+D;,L(u,,z,,p,, vg,O), v-v,)30 Qv E “fad. (4.27~) 
5. CONTINUOUS DIFFERENTIABILITY 
Repeating the argument of the proof of Theorem 4.2 we find that if con- 
ditions ( I ) through (6) hold, then the left-derivatives 
VO = 6; u(), ?‘G =6,-‘0 
exist and are given by the solution of the quadratic optimal control 
problem (QC): find (UC, y; ) E 8 x 2 such that 
G(v, , yo ) = min G(v, y) 
1’E itd (5.1) 
subject to 
y=s(o)v+D,s(o)u, (5.2) 
where 
QYd= {VE zrlV(s’)E V”d(() for a.a. < E Z} (5.3a) 
k?!(5)= {VERY) (D,d’(u,(5)), u> +~,di(uo(Sh O)=O 
for i E Z;(c), 
(~,i’(uo(S)), v> + ~h&(UO(S), 0) 2 0 
for iEG(t)\G(O). (5.3b) 
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Comparing (QC) and (QC - ) we find that in general 
v; * # uo, Y6 ZYO. 
However, these solutions coincide if 
meas{~~~l~(~)\Z;;(~)#M}=O. 
Hence we obtain 
(5.4) 
COROLLARY 5.1. If conditions ( 1) through (6), as well as (5.4), hold, then 
uh, z,,, ph, and v,, are continuously differentiable with respect to h at h = 0. 
The assumption (5.4) is not needed to get continuous differentiability of 
the so-called extremal value function 
F’(.): H+ R’ 
defined by 
F’(h) ef F(uh, zhr h) (5.5) 
Indeed, since by (4.7) (4.8aj and (3.4b) the second and the third terms 
in the Lagrangian (4.5) vanish at (u,, zh, ph, vh) we obtain 
6+L(uo, zo,po, vo, 0) 
= (DL$(~,, zOt 0)~ 00) + (D,F(uO> zOt Oh YO) + DhF(uO, zO, O) 
= s,+ FO(0). (5.6) 
On the other hand 
6 +uuo, ZO? PO, vo, 0) = (D,L(uo, zo, po, vg, O), 00) 
+ (D,L(uo, ZO, PO, VO, Oh Yo) + (D,L(u0, ZO, PO, VO, 01, ro) 
+ tDALtuO, zO, PO> vO, oj, PO) + DhL(uO, ZO, PO, VO, 0). (5.7) 
Note that by (4.3) and (4.5) 
(D,Uu0, ~0, PO, vo, O), ro) =O (5.8) 
while by (3.17a) and (3.18) we have also 
P,L(UO> zo, PO, vo, O), PO) = 0. 
Combining (4.7) (4.8), and (5.6) through (5.9) we get 
s,? Fo(o) = DhL(uO, ZO, PO, VO, 0). 
(5.9) 
(5.10) 
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Analogously for the left-derivative we have 
6, FO(0) = D/Au,, zo, PO, vo, 0). (5.11) 
The above results imply 
COROLLARY 5.2. IJ’ conditions (1) through (6) hold then the extremal 
value function is continuously differentiable at h = 0 and 
D/JO(O) = D,Uuo, zo, PO, vo3 0). (5.12) 
Note that (5.12) has already been known in a much more general case 
(see, e.g., [4, 9, 163). 
6. OPTIMAL CONTROL PROBLEM FOR AN ELLIPTIC SYSTEM 
In this section an example of a boundary optimal control problem for a 
system of elliptic equations, where data depend on a parameter, will be 
considered. 
The abstract results of previous sections will be used to analyse sen- 
sitivity of the solutions to this problem. Let 52 c R2 be a bounded, connec- 
ted region locally situated on one side of its boundary r, which is an arc of 
class C’. We represent the boundary f as the union I-= Z-, v f, of two dis- 
joint arcs r,, r,. 
We shall use notations of some functional spaces as in [ 111. In par- 
ticular the Sobolev space H’(Q) is given by 
We denote 
W={z=(z’,z2)~H’(L?;R2)(~i=Oon~,, i=l,2). (6.1) 
In the domain 52 consider the problem: find an element z = (z’, z’) E H’(Q; 
R2) such that 
(6.2) 
zi(x) = 0 on f,, i= 1,2 (6.3) 
on I-,, i= 1,2. (6.4) 
,=I k,/=I 
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Here q = (vi, q’) is the unit outward normal to r and u = (u’, u’) E L2(r,; 
R2) is a given element. 
The weak solution to the system (6.2)-(6.4) satisfies the integral identity 
where 
a(z, lfb) E i .$ j uj$Jx) -g (x)$ (x) dx t/z, * E w 
i,j=J k,/=J Q 
(u, I)) ef i J’ d(x) I+V(X) dr Vu, t,b E L2(f l ; R*). 
;z, rl 
We assume that the following conditions are verified: 
QijkA ) E L m (fi)Y i,j, k, I= 1, 2 
%jk,b) = q,,(x) = Uk,JX), ~~52, i,j, k, I= 1, 2. 
There exists a constant p > 0 such that 
i i aqk/tex) etiekla P , f , e& XEQ 
i,j=l k,l=l . 
for every symmetric matrix [eii] 2 x *. Furthermore we assume that 
meas r, > 0. 
(6.5) 
(6.6) 
(6.7) 
(6.8) 
(6.9) 
(6.10) 
(6.11) 
It is well known [3] that under assumptions (6.8)-(6.11) there exists a 
unique weak solution to the system (6.2)-(6.4). 
Let us define an optimal control problem. To this end we introduce a 
state equation, a cost functional, and a set of admissible controls. 
Let H = (-~$6) be the set of parameters h. We choose the space of 
control 
U = L*(T, ; R*) (6.12) 
and of output 
Z = L*(f2; R2). (6.13) 
In order to define the state equation we assume that there are given 
functions 
QijklE C’(( -4 6); L”(Q)) (6.14) 
u$d = a,,@; x), XE~,~E(-~,~),i,j,k,1=1,2 (6.15) 
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such that the conditions (6.9), (6.10) are verified, uniformly with respect to 
hE(-6,6). 
We denote 
; \ a$Jh; x) $ (x)$(x) dx, 
;,,=I k,/=l D 
h&(-&c?), VZ,$E W. (6.16) 
The state z(h) = z(h; .) E H’(Q; R*) is given by the variational equation 
z(h)E W 
44h), $1 h) = (u, +), V$E W. 
(6.17) 
In this example the mapping S(h): U + Z is given by 
L*(I-, ; R2) 3 u -+ z(h) E H’(Q; R’) c L*(Q; R*). 
For each h E H we define the cost functional 
(6.18) 
F(u, z, h) = j” f’(~(x), h) C+ //-*(z(x), h) dx. (6.19) 
r1 
Finally, we define the set of admissible controls 
@id = {u E L*(T, ; R*) 1 &u(x), h) d 0 for a.a. x E rl }. (6.20) 
We shall assume that: 
(I) For each h E H the functions f’(., h) and f’( ., h) are convex 
and twice continuously differentiable. Moreover there exists a constant 
/I > 0 independent of h such that 
(0, X,f’(u, h) v> 3Pbl*, k’u,v~R=, VhEH. (6.21) 
(II) Functions f’(., .), f*(., .), D,f’(., .), D,f*(., .) are con- 
tinuously differentiable in both arguments. 
(III) The control constraints &u, h) satisfy conditions (iv) through 
(vii) of Section 2. 
We will consider the following optimal control problem: 
PROBLEM (Pi): Find (uh, zh) E U x W such that 
F(u,,, zh, h) = uy$, F(u, z, h) 
h 
(6.22) 
subject to (6.17). 
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By a standard argument it follows that under our assumptions there exists 
a unique solution u,, E %td to the problem (Pi), for any h E ( -6, 6). The 
optimality system for the problem (PL) is given by: find (u,, zh, 0,) E %?!;d x 
W x W such that 
4Zh, *, A) = (Uh> $1, Vl)E w (6.23) 
I (DJ’(uh(x), h) + O,,(x), u(x) - u&x)) df 3 0, Vu E “B;d. (6.25) fl 
Note that the system (6.23)-(6.25) is a particular case of (4.9). We are 
going to apply Theorem 4.2 to Problem (Pk). To this end we have to verify 
assumptions (1) through (6) of Section 4. 
It is easy to see that (I) through (III) imply that (l)-(3) and (6) hold. 
Hence it remains to verify (4) and (5). 
Let us start with (4). 
Since the imbedding H’(Q; R*)c L’(Q; R2) is compact therefore the 
mapping S(h) is compact by (6.18). 
On the other hand it is easy to see that for any p E Z 
S*(h) P = 01 r-, (6.26) 
where 01 T, is the trace on r1 of 0 being the solution of the adjoint equation 
u(Q,$, h) = 1 (P(X), G(x)> dx Vll/E w. (6.26a) 
n 
Since 0 E H’(Q; R’) by trace and imbedding theorems [ 111 we have 
01 f, E fP( r, ; R2) c LP( I-, ; R’) VPE CT 4 (6.27) 
and in particular condition (4.4) is satisfied. Hence condition (4) holds. 
As in previous sections let us denote by vi = (VA, vi,..., \I?)~ the Lagrange 
multiplier associated with the constraints (6.20). By (6.25) they satisfy 
i 6,(x) Dudit ( uh x), A) = - d,tx) - Duf’(Uh(-y), h). 
,=I 
Since u,,~Y(ri, R’), by (6.27) as well as by (2.9) we get 
v,, E Lp(T,, R”) vpc [2, +a). (6.28) 
Now let us check condition (5). It is easy to see that S( . ) and S*( . ) are 
Frechet differentiable. For any u E U 
D,S(O) u = D,z E W (6.29) 
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where D,z is the solution of 
4D,z, $, h) = -D&, $9 h) v*.E w (6.29a) 
and z = S(0) U. Similarly for any p E Z 
D,S*(O)P = xl,-, (6.30) 
where 71 is the solution of 
471, $7 0) = -D,4& q, 0) tll)E w (6.30a) 
and 0 is the solution of (6.26a) at h = 0. 
Hence all assumptions of Theorem 4.2 hold. 
To apply this theorem we have to know the form of all terms in 
(4.24)-(4.26). 
By (6.17) and (6.29) the state equation (4.24) becomes 
4.~ $3 0) = (0, $I- Ddzo, $> 0) Q$EW. (6.31) 
Substituting in (6.26) (6.30) h = 0, p = Dzfo(zo, 0), 19 = do, 7c = n, and 
using (6.31) we get 
(D~S*(O)D,F~(~o,O),t.)=(~,,a)=a(y,n,,O)+D,~a(~,,7c,,0) 
= -D,,4do, Y, 0) + Ddzo, no, 0). (6.32) 
Finally, let gad be given by (4.26b) with E= r, . The quadratic optimal 
control problem (QC) defined in Section 4 takes on the form (QC’): find 
(oo, yo) E U x Z such that 
+ c, [; (Dhf2(~o(xL 0) L’ X), Y(X) > 
+ (D;J2(zo(x), 01, Y(X)> dx- D,a(~o, y, 0) 1 (6.33) 
subject to (6.31). 
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Note that in the definition (6.33) of the functional G(u, y) the term 
D,a(z,, no, 0) appearing in (6.32), has been omitted, since it does not 
depend on (v, y) and does not influence the solution of (QC’). 
By Theorem 4.2 we get 
THEOREM 6.1. Assume that the conditions (6.14) and (I)-(III) hold. Then 
the solutions uhr z,, to (PL) and the associated Lagrange multipliers p,,, v,, are 
right-differentiable at h = 0 and the respective right-derivatives Sz u0 = vO, 
Sz z0 = y,, Sz p0 = rO, S,+ v,, = p0 are given by the unique solution and by the 
associated multipliers for the quadratic optimal control problem (QC’). 
APPENDIX A: PROOF OF LEMMA 3.1 
Let us denote 
4l)=(l -l)(s(h,))(5)+l(s(h,))(5) 
h(l)=(l -l)h,+lh,, 1e co, 11 
(A.1 1 
and consider the convex programming problem (CP;) depending on a 
scalar parameter 1~ [0, 11: (CP;) find v(l)~ R” such that 
f'(40, h(l))- (44, 44) =Lp$d if'@, h(l))- (dO,v>t. (A.21 
hll) 
For each 1 E [0, 1 ] Problem (CP;) has a unique solution and at l= 0 and 
l= 1 (CP;) is equivalent to (CP,) at h, and hZ, respectively. Hence 
v(O) = Uh, 9 u( 1 ) = Uh2 (A.3a) 
and similarly 
J”(O) = Vh, 1 WkVh2 (A.3b) 
where A(1) is the Lagrange multiplier associated with (CP;). Taking into 
account (2.5) and (2.9) by Hager’s result [IS, Theorem D.l ] we find that 
v( .) and i( .) are Lipschitz continuous functions on [0, 11. To prove (3.9) 
we must estimate the Lipschitz modulus. 
Applying the implicit function theorem to Kuhn-Tucker conditions for 
(CP;) in the same way as in [12] we find that 
141,) - V(l,)l? IA - 41, )I 
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where 
while p and y are given by (2.5) and (2.9), respectively. 
Note that taking into account (A.1) we get as in (3.5) 
Hence by the uniform boundedness of v(l) we find that there exist con- 
stants c, , c2 > 0 independent on t such that 
Imt)l, IL’(t)1 g Cl + c2 ,y; {lWiN(5)1> (A.61 
IL”(Ol 6 Cl. 
Since (2.6) implies 
Ild~)ll4 G c Vh E ST 
by (A.5) and (A.6) we find that 
c” E L4, C’EL2 
and there exists a constant c independent of h,, h, E X such that 
llc’ll d c, IIc”Il4 d c. (A.7) 
Equations (A.3) (A.4), and (A.7) complete the proof of (3.9). 1 
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APPENDIX B: PROOF OF UNIQUENESS OF SOLUTIONS 
TO (4.17), (4.19), AND (4.22) 
Substituting in (3.15b) t, given by (4.20) we obtain 
m=Dt,F’(u,,O)-S*(O)r-D,,S*(O)p,+ f (vb&,q+,,,O)). (B.l) 
i=l 
From (4.17) and (4.19) 
r= -D~,Fz(z,,O)S(O)u-D~~F2(z,,O)D~S(O)u~-~~,,F2(z~,O). (B.2) 
Hence 
m = S”(0) D~,F2(Z,,0)S(0)V + B~,F’(U(),O) + s*(o) EzF2(Z”, O)D,S(O)u, 
+ s*(o) Df,F2(z,, O)- D,s*(o)p, + i (vb, D;,qqu,, 0)). (B.3) 
I=1 
Substituting (B.3) to (4.22) and taking into account (3.15a) we obtain 
(A2u+ti,w-v))/O VW E $ -ad (B.4) 
where 
fi=D~J’(u(), 0) + 2 Dz,J(U”, 0) Vi) + s*(o) LFzF2(z,, 0) S(0) 
i= I 
(B.5a) 
6 = ogqu,, 0) + s*(o) D;;F*(&), 0) D,S(O) u,+ S”(0) D~,F2(zo, 0) 
- D,s*(o)P” + 2 (vb, %&(uo? 0)). (B.5b) 
i=l 
BY (I), (21, (6) and Wa) 
(A&v, w)>jQwll’ VW E u. 
Hence v is defined uniquely by (B.4). The uniqueness of 4’ and r follows by 
(4.17) and (4.19). 
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